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Advanced Spotter Training Outline

Part I
• Atmospheric features, types and scale
• Severe weather ingredients
• Using our products

Part II
• RADAR signatures
• Tornadogenesis
• Demo a severe weather event



The Atmosphere

Large to Small Scale
• Global (Largest)

• Synoptic (Large)

• Mesoscale (Small)



“Forecast Funnel”



Global Weather Patterns
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Global Weather Patterns

Two More Things to 
Factor in:

- Rotation of the 
Earth

- Gravity

   Coriolis Effect

Weather Patterns
 should flow 

North to South, RIGHT?
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Equato
r

30°

60°

• Most of our 
weather 
comes from 
the west

Westerlies 
vs. Easterlies 

• Hurricanes 
come from 
the east

Global Weather Patterns
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Synoptic Weather Patterns
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The atmosphere is like the 
ocean ... full of waves, like a  

fluid



Neutrally-Tilted Troughs

▪ Trough axis extends from the 
lowest pressure north to south

▪ Active weather occurs between 
the trough and downwind 
(eastward) ridge



Negatively-Tilted Trough 

▪ Trough axis extends from the 
lowest pressure northwest to 
southeast

▪ Active weather + highest severe 
potential



Positively-Tilted Trough 

▪ Trough axis extends from the 
lowest pressure northeast to 
southwest

▪ Active weather can occur; still 
can have severe storms under 
the right conditions



Cut-off Low

▪ Persistent area of low pressure 
removed from the steering flow

▪ Can meander for several days, 
sometimes over a week

▪ Produce unsettled weather



Blocking Patterns

Blocking High Rex Block Omega Block

▪ When weather systems set up in a way that prevents progressive movement
▪ Result in long spans of persistent weather conditions for a given area



Synoptic Weather Patterns: Top-down
Aloft

Surface



1 Boundary between warm, cooler air

2 With upper-level impulse, surface 
wave forms; precipitation develops

3 Wave intensifies, fronts 
become better organized

4Low pressure matures. Cold 
front overtakes warm front 
and forms an occluded front

5
Cold front continues to advance on warm 
front and eventually cuts off supply of warm, 
moist air. Low pressure gradually dissipates

Imagery via NWS JetStream School



Features Associated with 
Surface Low Pressure
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Warm 
Front

Cold 
Front



Cold Front Structure

L
Warm, 
Moist

Cold, 
Dry

Cold Front
Cold front definition: A zone separating two air 

masses, of which the cooler, denser mass is 
advancing and replacing the warmer air mass



Warm Front Structure

L
Warm, 
Moist

Cold, 
Dry Warm Front

Warm front definition: A transition 
zone between a mass of warm air and 

the colder air it is replacing



Other Boundaries – Dryline 

Dry Air Moist Air

Dryline definition: The boundary between a 
moist and dry air mass. Dry air forces moist 

air upward as the boundary moves 
eastward, which can trigger severe storms.*most common in the Plains, though strong 

weather systems can sometimes sweep the dryline 
eastward into the Mississippi Valley region



Other Boundaries – Outflow  

Outflow boundary definition: A 
small-scale boundary that 

separates rain-cooled air from 
the surrounding air

*similar in effect to a cold front. Passage 
is marked with a wind shift/increase and 
drop in temperature. These boundaries 
can trigger new showers and storms.



Outflow Boundaries in Action (GIF)
--via Satellite and RADAR--

Imagery via CIMSS Satellite Blog
Imagery via NWS Lubbock



Collision of 2 Boundaries
--Interesting Things Happen at the 
Boundaries--

Cold Front

Retreating Dry Line



Stages of Activity

T’storms in 
Progress

Towering 
Cumulus

Cumulus 
Field



GOES-16 One-Minute Imagery



Severe Thunderstorm Ingredients

● Lift
○ Front or boundary, 

terrain flow, surface 
heating or 
convergence, upper 
trough

● Instability
○ Warm air at low 

levels, cold air aloft
● Moisture
● Wind Shear

○ Change in wind 
speed and/or 
direction with height

Cold Air

Warm Air

Moisture

Lift

Lift

Wind 
Shear

Moisture



 In basic terms, the instability 
of the atmosphere is 
measured based upon how 
warm it is at the surface 
versus how cold it is aloft.

 In general, the atmosphere 
gets colder as you go up.

 During the summer, it is a lot 
hotter at the surface, but it 
also warm aloft

 In the winter it is colder at the 
surface, but it is also colder in 
the upper atmosphere, as 
well.

 How is the instability 
calculated?

The 3-Dimensional Atmosphere
Instability 

Warm

Cool

Temperature 
Increasing

Surface

40,000 
ft

General

Hot

Warm

Summer

Cold

Winter

Cool
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Temperature/Dewpoint
 Increasing

CAPE=
Convective 
Available 
Potential 
Energy
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Dewpoint

Temperature

INSTABILITY
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Temperature, 
Dewpoint Increasing

Weather balloon 
heading up!

D
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Path of 
Lifted Air 
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INSTABILITY



The 3-Dimensional Atmosphere
Instability 

Weak Instability Strong Instability
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Instability - Weak vs. Strong CAPE

‘Tall, fat’ CAPE
>1,000 J/kg

‘Tall, skinny’ CAPE
<1,000 J/kg



Wind Shear

Change in 
wind speed 
with height

Change in 
wind direction 

with height

Change in wind 
speed and 

direction with 
height
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Winds change direction and increase in speed with 
altitude. This creates an invisible, horizontal 
spinning effect in the lower atmosphere.

Wind Shear 
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Wind Shear and Updraft

Rising air within the thunderstorm updraft tilts the rotating 
air from horizontal to vertical.
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Mesocyclone Formation
A mesocyclone, an area of 
rotation 2-6 miles wide, now 
extends through much of the 
storm. 



Bulk Shear
•Difference in wind vectors (speed + direction) between 2 levels.

•>35 kts of bulk shear between the surface and 6 km above the surface means 
supercells can form. 
• (if there is instability, lift, and moisture)

•Wind shear between the surface and 3 km and surface and 1 km also important.



Storm Relative Helicity
•Potential for updraft rotation

•Required for corkscrew/helix-shaped flow



Storm Relative Helicity
Indicator of streamwise vorticity (spin): football spiral

Instead of crosswise vorticity: frisbee



 Observed via a hodograph

 Wind vectors (length based on 
speed) drawn at multiple heights

 Hodograph connects the tips of 
these vectors

 Look for long hodograph (deep 
layer shear) and curved shape at 
low-levels (typically the left side)

Storm-Relative Helicity
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 Finding the perfect 
balance between 
instability and wind 
shear remains a 
forecast challenge.

 All about the 
favorable mode of 
convection.

Finding the Perfect Balance 
Instability versus Wind Shear

Favorable 
for storms
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L

Low Instability
High Wind Shear

High Instability
High Wind Shear

High Instability
Low Wind Shear
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Typical surface 
low setup.



Lifting Condensation Level (LCL)
•Measure of height of cloud base

•Function of near-ground humidity—related to temperature-dew point difference

•Lower LCL = less humid environment = downdraft temperature won’t be as cool relative to 
environment compared to if the LCL was high

Matt Grantham

Low LCL: favorable for tornadoes High LCL: favorable for straight-line winds



weather.gov/bmx

1

2

2



Types of Tornado Warnings



Halftime! 10-minute Break

Matt Grantham & Gerald Satterwhite



Severe Thunderstorm Criteria

Any combination of:
● Winds of 58 mph or greater
● Hail 1” or larger in diameter
● A tornado
Other hazards:
● Lightning
● Flooding

Marcus DIaz





Watch vs. Warning
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 Watch: Conditions are favorable for 
the development of severe storms 
over the next several hours. Know 
where to shelter!

 Warning: Severe weather is likely to 
occur very soon or has been reported 
with a storm about to affect your 
area. Take shelter!



What to Report
● Strong or damaging winds (Details about any damage. Estimated or measured wind?)

● Hail (Measure with a ruler or reference a common item such as a coin or sports ball)

● Flooding (≥ 6” in depth. Is the water standing or flowing? Are lives or property in danger? Rapidly 
rising waterways?)

● Rotating wall cloud, funnel cloud, or tornado (What is the distance and direction from your 
location? More on these features coming up.)

Do not relay reports of what you are seeing/hearing on television or on your app.
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What We Observe When Spotting
Supercell

X

You 
Are

Here
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Gust 
Front

Spotter Location

miles

Light Rain

Moderate/Heavy 
Rain & Hail

Viewing 
angle

N

0 5 10

Supercell 
Thunderstorm

(top view)X



NOT Ideal Spotter Location

miles

Light Rain

Moderate/Heavy 
Rain & Hail

Viewing 
angle

N

0 5 10

Supercell 
Thunderstorm

(top view)

X



Wall Cloud -> Tornado Evolution

24 May 2011 
Matt Grantham

24 May 2011 
Matt Grantham

24 May 2011 
Matt Grantham

Wall Cloud Funnel Cloud Tornado



Ways to Report to the NWS

Phone 
(205-664-3010, 

option 2)
Twitter and Facebook 

Direct message or tag us 
Also use #alwx

weather.gov/bmx/
submitstormreport

Amateur radio K4NWS
(Alabama Emergency 

Response Team)



Rotation!

Stra
ight-l

in
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ds

Watch for 
inflections along the 

line!

Velocity: Green = 
winds towards the 

radar
Red = winds away 

from the radar



Three Body Scatter Spike > Large Hail

Three Body 
Scatter Spike

Hail core suspended 
aloft

Three-Body 
Scatter Spike



Vertical Wind Speed for 
Different Hail Sizes 
(updraft speeds)



Dual-polarization Radar



Confirming Tornado Debris on RADAR
How heavy is the 

rain, hail?
Strength and 

direction of wind

Is the stuff in the 
air weather 

related?
Shape of stuff in the air

60 to 65 dBZ ~180 knots shear

0.40 to 0.80
-5.0 to 1 dB



BEWARE: Not all ‘Blue’ on CC is Tornado 
Debris!
--This takes a trained eye--
 It could be…
oContaminants in the inflow region

oHail

oNoise in the data

oNon-uniform beam filling

oTerrain, communication towers, buildings, wind farms, etc.

At minimum we must use a combination of reflectivity, velocity, and 
CC + RADAR scans over time and depth.



Markowski and 
Richardson 2014



Tornado pet peeves
 Tornadoes do not actually “touch down” and “lift”, they “spin up” and 
“dissipate”.

 “The tornado was up in the tree tops but not on the ground”
◦Weakest part of the tree is the top



January 12, 2023 Case Review (Multiple strong 
long track tornadoes)





6a:
Upper-levels 

(250mb): 
jet stream 

and troughs

https://www.spc.
noaa.gov/obswx/
maps/

https://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/


6p:
Upper-levels 

(250mb): 
jet stream 

and troughs



6a: Mid-levels 
(500mb): 

troughs and 
wind shear



6p: Mid-levels 
(500mb): 

troughs and 
wind shear



6a: Low-levels 
(850mb):  

wind shear 
and fronts



6p: Low-levels 
(850mb):  

wind shear 
and fronts



6AM Surface 
Map (Fronts 

and low 
pressure 
centers)

https://www.w
pc.ncep.noaa.go
v/html/sfc2.sht
ml

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/sfc2.shtml
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/sfc2.shtml
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/sfc2.shtml
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/sfc2.shtml


9 AM 
Surface Map 
(Fronts and 

low pressure 
centers)



12 PM 
Surface Map 
(Fronts and 

low pressure 
centers)



3PM Surface 
Map (Fronts 

and low 
pressure 
centers)



6PM Surface 
Map (Fronts 

and low 
pressure 
centers)



BMX 11AM 
Sounding

Temperature
/Dewpoint
 Increasing

CAPE = 717J/kg
Dewpoint

Temperature

0-1km SRH = 365m2/s2

Curved low-level 
hodograph

https://w
ww.spc.n
oaa.gov/
exper/so
undings/
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https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/soundings/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/soundings/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/soundings/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/soundings/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/soundings/


Convective 
Available 
Potential 

Energy 
(CAPE):

~1000 J/kg

https://www.spc.noaa
.gov/exper/mesoanaly
sis/

https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/mesoanalysis/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/mesoanalysis/
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/mesoanalysis/


0-6km bulk 
wind shear:

~70 kts



Effective 
storm 

relative 
helicity 
(SRH):

~200-300 
m2/s2



Significant 
Tornado 

Parameter
(STP):
~1-2



Severe 
Weather 
Outlook



Severe 
Weather 
Outlook



6:38 AM
SPC 

Mesoscale 
Discussion



6:55 AM
SPC 

Tornado 
Watch



9:54 AM
SPC 

Mesoscale 
Discussion



10:20 AM
SPC 

Tornado 
Watch



11:36 AM
SPC 

Mesoscale 
Discussion



Radar Images



Further Training
• COMET MetEd Modules (https://www.meted.ucar.edu/index.php)

• Hundreds of free modules about all kinds of meteorological topics

• SPC Video Lecture series 
(https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/spcousom/)
• Collection of lectures on severe storms from Storm Prediction Center 
forecasters and others given to a University of Oklahoma class

• NWS Warning Decision Training Branch Radar Applications Course 
(https://training.weather.gov/wdtd/courses/rac/outline.php) and 
Warning Operations Course 
(https://training.weather.gov/wdtd/courses/woc/severe.php)

◦Choose the “Web version” of each module which doesn’t require a 
login

https://www.meted.ucar.edu/index.php
https://www.spc.noaa.gov/exper/spcousom/
https://training.weather.gov/wdtd/courses/rac/outline.php
https://training.weather.gov/wdtd/courses/woc/severe.php


Additional Materials

•This presentation in PDF format

•Spotter schedule

•Training materials

•Brochures and guides

•Certificate > 
weather.gov/bmx/skywarncertificate

Visit our SKYWARN spotter page for useful links and 
information: weather.gov/bmx/skywarn

jason.davis@noaa.gov


